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Highlights

• Precession and obliquity can play contrasting roles in driving the monsoons on orbital timescales.
• In summer, precession dominates the atmospheric heating change over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas and Maritime Continent.
• Obliquity is responsible for the heating change in summer over the equatorial Indian Ocean.

Abstract

On orbital timescales, higher summer insolation is thought to strengthen the continental monsoon while weakening the maritime monsoon in the Northern hemisphere. Through simulations using the Community Earth System Model, we evaluated the relative influence of perihelion precession and high obliquity in the early Holocene during the Asian summer monsoon. The major finding was that precession dominates the atmospheric heating change over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas and Maritime Continent, whereas obliquity is responsible for the heating change over the equatorial Indian Ocean. Thus, precession and obliquity can play contrasting roles in driving the monsoons on orbital timescales.

In late spring–early summer, interior Asian continental heating drives the South and East Asian monsoons. The broad-scale monsoonal circulation further expands zonally in July–August, corresponding to the development of summer monsoons in West Africa and the subtropical Western North Pacific (WNP) as well as a sizable increase in convection over the equatorial Indian Ocean. Tropical and oceanic heating becomes crucial in late summer. Over South Asia–Indian Ocean (50°E–110°E), the precession maximum intensifies the monsoonal Hadley cell (heating with an inland/highland origin), which is opposite to the meridional circulation change induced by high obliquity (heating with a tropical origin). The existence of the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas intensifies the precessional impact. During the late-summer phase of the monsoon season, the effect of obliquity on tropical heating can be substantial. In addition to competing with Asian continental heating, obliquity-enhanced heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean also has a Walker-type circulation impact, resulting in suppression of precession-enhanced heating over the Maritime Continent.
1. Introduction

Paleoclimate data provide insights to understanding extreme changes in the characteristics of global monsoons (An et al., 2015; Caley et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2012; Chiang et al., 2015; Mohtadi et al., 2016). A model-data comparison is useful to test existing hypotheses (Cai et al., 2017; Caley et al., 2014; Dallmeyer et al., 2013; Dayem et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2014), including the direct monsoonal response to orbital forcing and a further modulation due to oceanic feedback and topographic effect (Kutzbach et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003, 2004, 2015; Shi et al., 2011, 2012). On Milankovitch timescales, an increase in summer insolation is thought to strengthen and shift the northern hemisphere summer monsoons over land (Battisti et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016a). However, the relative contribution of major orbital parameters (precession and obliquity) is still not adequately understood (Bosmans et al., 2015; Lee and Poulsen, 2009; Wu et al., 2016b). As was shown in this study, the impacts of precession and obliquity on enhancement of tropical convection can be separately identified, in terms of their influence on the topographic driving of climate and the seasonal dependence of changes. Traditional assumptions, that precession dominates in the tropics and obliquity primarily alters meridional thermal gradients (Mantsis et al., 2014; Merlis et al., 2013; Mohtadi et al., 2016), warrant further examination.

The summer monsoon circulation over the Asian continent can be explained using the Sverdrup vorticity balance, with lower-tropospheric cyclonic and upper-tropospheric anticyclonic circulations being accompanied by ascending southerly flow in the east and descending northerly flow in the west (Duan and Wu, 2005; Rodwell and Hoskins, 2001; Wu et al., 2009b). The ascending southerly flow bordering the Western North Pacific (WNP) subtropical high is crucial for the East Asian Meiyu–Baiu system. To the west, the descending northerly flow – which is also associated with the monsoon–desert mechanism (Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996, 2001) – strongly influences the monsoon break in India (Choudhury and Krishnan, 2011) and the monsoon inversion over the Arabian Sea (Wu et al., 2017a). Changes in large-scale subtropical circulation alter the behavior of the embedded summer monsoons across West Africa, Asia, and the subtropical WNP.

Studies have firmly established that in the early Holocene, the summer monsoons in Africa (Rachmayani et al., 2015; Tuenter et al., 2003) and East and South Asia (An, 2000; Dallmeyer et al., 2010; Fleitmann et al., 2007) were stronger and shifted northward compared with at present, whereas the WNP monsoon trough was nearly absent (Wu et al., 2016a). Additionally, the enhanced convection in the Maritime Continent and equatorial Indian Ocean has been partly attributed to the suppression of convection in South Asia between 10°N and 20°N and the strengthening of the WNP subtropical high (Wu et al., 2016a). One proposed early Holocene paradigm is that the continental monsoon was more intense, whereas the maritime monsoon was nonexistent. Limited studies have emphasized the orbital-induced changes in seasonality among the distinct northern hemisphere summer monsoons (Braconnot and Marti, 2003; Braconnot et al., 2008). In the early Holocene, with summer solstice occurring near perihelion, insolation was higher than at present and this was reported to have a larger impact on the South Asian monsoon than on the African summer monsoon, whereas in the Eemian, when increased summer insolation occurred in late summer, the African...
summer monsoon was more strongly influenced (Braconnot et al., 2008). Further modeling results suggested that the South Asian monsoon is most sensitive to spring-to-early-summer insolation, whereas the African monsoon is most sensitive to summer insolation (Rachmayani et al., 2016). In Asia, topographic driving of seasonal details is dramatic. Associated with an increase in Tibetan Plateau heating in spring and early summer, the present-day South Asian summer monsoon and Meiyu–Baiu reach a mature stage in mid-June, which maintains the subtropical anticyclone in the upper troposphere until late July when the upper-tropospheric anticyclone expands sideways. The evolution across late July coincides with the development of the monsoons in West Africa and the subtropical WNP as well as convection over the equatorial Indian Ocean (Wu et al., 2017a). In this regard, an orbital-scale change in the subtropical circulation and monsoon systems may still be dependent on seasons and subseasons and be topographically regulated. Recent modeling results have suggested that both perihelion precession and high obliquity had substantial effects on the early Holocene Asian summer monsoon changes (Wu et al., 2016a, 2016b); the changes in the South Asian and North Pacific highs as well as the monsoon–midlatitude interaction are arguably related to the obliquity-induced meridional gradients of geopotential height and temperature. Following previous investigations in model-data comparison, this study aimed to understand the relative effect of precession and obliquity on the Asian monsoon seasonality, from a regional to a broad scale. We also explored the potential connection between the orbital-induced heating changes with inland and highland origins (Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas) and those with a tropical origin because the Asian summer monsoon is topographically dependent (Kitoh, 2002; Tada et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018; Wu and Hsu, 2016). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the paleoclimatic proxy records during the past few precession and obliquity cycles and introduces the model and experimental design. Section 3 highlights the summer monsoon response to the early Holocene orbital change. Section 4 investigates the relative roles of precession and obliquity in modulating the early Holocene summer monsoon. Section 5 explores the topographic effects on modulating orbital forcing. The discussion and conclusions are provided in Section 6.

2. Proxy data, model, and experimental design

2.1. Paleoclimatic proxy records

We first attempted to characterize regional differences in paleoclimatic changes during the past few precession and obliquity cycles (150 ka BP to the present day, Fig. 1) by collecting together 10 proxy records for South Asia, the Indian Ocean, and the Maritime Continent (Table 1). Proxy data included cave and marine core oxygen isotopes (Carolin et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2009; Kathayat et al., 2016; Mohtadi et al., 2010; Stott et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2004) and planktonic foraminiferal Mg/Ca (Anderson and Prell, 1993; Gibbons et al., 2014; Saraswat et al., 2005, 2013) downloaded from the paleoclimatology data website of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data). As demonstrated by the reconstruction in Borneo, higher insolation considerably depletes oxygen isotopes (Fig. 1a and b). Consistent with previous studies, our comparison suggested that the tropical records exhibit essential precessional power in phase with low-latitude summer insolation. When high obliquity and a
precession minimum overlapped (e.g., 20–5 ka BP and 135–120 ka BP) (Fig. 1a), the available proxy records suggest a warming or wetting trend in the tropical region (equatorial Indian Ocean, Indo-Pacific warm pool, and Borneo, Fig. 1b) and inland South Asia (Bittoo and Dongge caves) as well as a cooling trend in the subtropical region (Oman) (Fig. 1c–f). These results illustrated the influence of insolation and climatic trends when two orbital parameters were out of phase; however, the individual contributions of precession and obliquity are unclear.

Fig. 1. (a) Evolution over 150 ka BP to the present of orbital parameters (precessional index × 30: solid-orange line; obliquity minus 23.5°: gray-dashed line) and insolation at 15°N (red dotted line) and at 65°N in July (solid blue line). (b) Paleoclimate proxy records for Borneo, the Arabian Sea, the equatorial Indian Ocean, the Indo-Pacific warm pool, and the northern Indian Ocean (see Table 1 for details). Trends in all the proxy records listed in Table 1 during 20–5 ka BP, 45–30 ka BP, 90–75 ka BP, and 135–120 ka BP (c–f). Red circles (green boxes) denote an increasing (decreasing) trend,
corresponding to cold-to-warm or dry-to-wet (warm-to-cold or wet-to-dry) changes. Gray shading denotes the topography (unit: m). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1. Geographic locations, parameters, data length, and references of the paleoclimate proxy records used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Longitude E</th>
<th>Latitude N</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Period relative to 1950 (ka BP)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td>30.79</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>283.817–0.874</td>
<td>Kathayat et al. (2016); Bittoo Cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern China</td>
<td>108.08</td>
<td>25.28</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>163.500–0.116</td>
<td>Yuan et al. (2004); Dongge Cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo</td>
<td>114.83</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>161.533 ~ −0.055</td>
<td>Carolin et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Warm Pool</td>
<td>125.83</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>67.592–0</td>
<td>Stott et al. (2002); MD98-2181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Tropical Indian Ocean</td>
<td>103.25</td>
<td>−5.94</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>131.400–0</td>
<td>Mohtadi et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian Sea</td>
<td>51.95</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>oxygen isotopes</td>
<td>87.582–0.956</td>
<td>Jung et al. (2009); NIOP905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>57.61</td>
<td>18.05</td>
<td>Foraminifera (forams/gram)</td>
<td>300.000–0</td>
<td>Anderson and Prell (1993); Upwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Indian Ocean</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>sea surface temperature</td>
<td>31.600–0.120</td>
<td>Saraswat et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Indian Ocean</td>
<td>78.00</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>sea surface temperature</td>
<td>137.333–6.250</td>
<td>Saraswat et al. (2005); Foraminiferal Mg/Ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Pacific Warm Pool</td>
<td>120.92</td>
<td>−9.59</td>
<td>sea surface temperature</td>
<td>35.240–0.025</td>
<td>Gibbons et al. (2014); Foraminiferal Mg/Ca</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also examined climatic trends when obliquity was decreasing around a precession minimum over 150 ka BP to the present. It was found that a sharp decrease in obliquity may have substantially affected the proxy records over the equatorial Indian Ocean. During 90–75 ka BP, when a precession was at a minimum and obliquity was decreasing, the proxy records show a change that was opposite to that during 20–5 ka BP and 135–120 ka BP (compare Fig. 1e with Fig. 1c–f). The period when the two orbital parameters were in phase inspires further questions. Additionally, a large regional contrast is observable during 45–30 ka BP, when obliquity and precession had identical tendency. When
compared with 20–5 ka BP, during which obliquity increased and precession decreased, an opposite
change is revealed in the equatorial Indian Ocean and regions surrounding Borneo (compare Fig. 1c
with Fig. 1d). This justifies exploring the dynamical cause using a climate model. By doing this, we
diagnosed the relative contributions of precession and obliquity in the orbital time scale.

2.2. Model

The Community Atmospheric Model (CAM) Version 5.1 of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) coupled with the slab ocean model (SOM) (http://www.cesm.ucar.edu) was used.
Parameterizations in the CAM include moist processes (deep or shallow convection and largescale
condensation), cloud macrophysics and microphysics and radiation, surface models, and turbulent
mixing (planetary boundary layer, vertical diffusion, and gravity wave drag). The CAM/SOM were
integrated using a finite volume dynamical core with 30 vertical levels in the CAM at a horizontal
resolution of approximately 1°, with the boundary and initial conditions of the simulations being
adopted from the Community Earth System Model (CESM) preindustrial control experiment
(Vertenstein et al., 2010).
The CAM/SOM framework is advantageous in the sense that we can equilibrate to the forcing a lot
faster. For each simulation case, the model was integrated for 40 years and the outputs for the latest
20 years were analyzed. Our simulations and previous studies (Danabasoglu and Gent, 2009; Kitoh,
2002) indicated that 20 years were sufficient for the model to reach a quasi-equilibrium state. We
have recognized that the CAM/SOM produced a more realistic climatology of the Asian summer monsoon than did the CAM standalone simulation forced by the prescribed sea surface
temperature (figure not shown). However, the CAM/SOM still lacks simulation of important ocean
dynamical feedback processes, the most significant for us would be the lack of a tropical Pacific
response, since ENSO is known to affect today’s Asian monsoon.

2.3. Experimental design

We chose the Holocene climate with a relatively warm state as the baseline climate to perturb. The
control simulation had an aphelion precession of 103° and obliquity of 23.4° (hereafter referred to as
the PmaxO23 simulation). A simulation with early Holocene orbital conditions was performed using
orbital parameters of 11 ka BP; that is a perihelion precession of 279° and high obliquity of 24.2° (the
PminO24 simulation). Other boundary conditions in the PminO24 simulation were kept the same as in
the control. To explore the impact of obliquity, a simulation with the same orbital parameters as
PminO24 simulation, except for a low obliquity of 22.3°, was performed (the PminO22 simulation).
The eccentricity was relatively low in the Pmax (0.0167) and Pmin (0.0195) sets.
To explore the role of the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas in modulating the monsoonal response to
orbital changes, we performed a simulation with a flattened Tibetan Plateau (T0 experiment) by
reducing the height of the region centered on the Plateau (45°E–125°E, 20°N–60°N) by 90% but
using otherwise the control run orbital parameters. We then conducted “flattened Tibet” simulations
with the orbital parameters of PmaxO23, PminO24, and PminO22 (PmaxO23_T0, PminO24_T0, and
There were six simulations in total. Each had an integration length of 40 years.

Table 2 summarizes the orbital parameters (eccentricity, precession, and obliquity) and annual mean insolation (in the Northern Hemisphere) of the simulations.

Table 2. Orbit parameters (eccentricity, precession, obliquity) and annual mean northern hemisphere insolation (in May–June and August, W m\(^{-2}\)) at the top of the atmosphere in the CAM/SOM experimental simulations. The height of the region centered on the Plateau (45°E–125°E, 20°N–60°N) was reduced by 90% in the T0 experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Insolation (May–June)</th>
<th>Insolation (August)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PmaxO23 &amp; PmaxO23 T0</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>449.32</td>
<td>410.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PminO24 &amp; PminO24 T0</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>480.92</td>
<td>422.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PminO22 &amp; PminO22 T0</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>471.22</td>
<td>416.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Characteristics of the early Holocene summer monsoon over and surrounding Asia

This section examines the overall difference in atmospheric circulation between the PminO24 and PmaxO23 simulations as a prelude to highlighting the relative roles of precession and obliquity and the role of the Plateau. The main focus was on the temporal evolution of the large-scale subtropical circulation and summer monsoon.

3.1. Atmospheric heating differences and Asian summer monsoon subsystems

Strong heating over the Tibetan Plateau is a driving mechanism of the Asian summer monsoon (Wu et al., 2012; Wu and Zhang, 1998; Yanai et al., 1992). In the present climate state (PmaxO23), the magnitude of Tibetan Plateau heating as identified by the atmospheric column-integrated total heating over a 3-km height of the Tibetan Plateau (Hsu and Liu, 2003) increases gradually in May (Fig. 2a), driving the South Asian summer monsoon in mid-to-late May as illustrated by the monsoon Hadley index (Fig. 2b); the monsoon Hadley index was defined by the meridional wind shear between 850 hPa and 200 hPa averaged over the region (70°E–110°E, 10°N–30°N) (Goswami et al., 1999). The arrival of the lower-tropospheric monsoon flow at the southern Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas is positive feedback to the Tibetan Plateau heating in the form of “candle-like heating” (Chen et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018), which accelerates Tibetan Plateau heating in June. Presently, the peak timings of the Tibetan heating and monsoon Hadley index coincide in late June (Fig. 2a and b). With early Holocene insolation (PminO24), the Tibetan Plateau heating and monsoon Hadley index rapidly increase and reach their present-day values earlier in late May, suggesting an earlier effect of the Himalayas.
Fig. 2. Annual cycle of (a) the atmospheric column-integrated total heating (W m⁻²) over the Tibetan Plateau; (b) the monsoon Hadley index defined by the meridional wind shear (m s⁻¹) between 850 hPa and 200 hPa averaged over the region (70°E–110°E, 10°N–30°N); (c) the paleoclimate APO defined by the upper-tropospheric (500–200 hPa) temperature contrast (K) between regions (80°E–140°E, 35°N–55°N) and (150°E–150°W, 20°N–40°N); and (d) the WNP summer monsoon index defined by the difference in the 850-hPa westerlies (m s⁻¹) between regions (100°E–130°E, 5°N–15°N) and (110°E–140°E, 20°N–30°N). Solid gray (dashed red) lines denote the CAM/SOM PmaxO23.
The combined effects of the WNP subtropical high and midlatitude westerly jet stream on the East Asian monsoon have been extensively investigated; for example, the intraseasonal Pacific–Japan (PJ) pattern (Kosaka and Nakamura, 2006; Nitta, 1987). The present-day Meiyu–Baiu season terminates in late July, coinciding with monsoon onset over the subtropical WNP (Suzuki and Hoskins, 2009; Wu et al., 2009a); the season is characterized by the deepening of the WNP monsoon trough and northward shift of the WNP subtropical high. Recently, Wang et al. (2016) indicated that orbital-scale variations of the upper-tropospheric (500–200 hPa) temperature contrast between East Asia (80°E–140°E, 35°N–55°N) and the North Pacific region (150°E–150°W, 20°N–40°N) respond to precessional cycles; this contrast resembled the Asian–Pacific oscillation (APO) in today's interannual climate variability, and they defined an APO index to characterize it. As illustrated in Fig. 2c, the APO index is positive in late June in the control simulation, indicating an increase in zonally thermal contrast. This enhances the lower-tropospheric southerlies over East Asia, transporting moisture poleward and supporting the Meiyu–Baiu (refer to Fig. 4a and b). Influenced by early Holocene insolation, the APO index becomes positive approximately 1 month earlier, with a timing that matches the monsoon Hadley index and Tibetan Plateau heating in the PminO24 simulation. The enhanced lower-tropospheric southerly over East Asia, as a result of higher insolation and thermal contrast, corresponds to a stronger and westward-expanded WNP high (Wu et al., 2016a). Corresponding to the stronger WNP high, the WNP monsoon is absent in late July and August in PminO24 (Fig. 2d), as indicated by the monsoon trough index quantified according to the difference in the 850-hPa westerlies between regions (100°E–130°E, 5°N–15°N) and (110°E–140°E, 20°N–30°N) (Wang and Fan, 1999).

The aforementioned modeling results indicate that in boreal summer, the continental Asian monsoon intensifies whereas the maritime monsoon disappears because it is controlled by the early Holocene orbital setting. The land-sea heating contrast centered on the Tibetan Plateau intensifies and may consequently accelerate seasonal migration of the surrounding monsoons.

3.2. Migration of subtropical circulation and summer monsoons across Africa, Asia, and the WNP

This paper now focuses on the connection between the South Asian summer monsoon and the adjacent summer monsoons, particularly the causal relationship among the seasonal migrations of the monsoons. The early summer (May 15–June 15) and late summer (August) were selected to be investigated for specific details due to distinct characteristics of summer monsoon phases. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 present the precipitation and circulations in, respectively, the upper troposphere (velocity potentials) and lower troposphere (streamfunctions and streamlines). In the early summer, the center of the upper-tropospheric divergent circulation is over East and Southeast Asia and the Maritime Continent where heavy precipitation exists (Fig. 3a). Monsoon
precipitation is maintained by the lower-tropospheric westerly and southwesterly flows over South Asia and East Asia, which are influenced by the competition of the South Asian monsoon low (negative streamfunction) and WNP subtropical high (positive streamfunction, Fig. 4a). Over Africa, an upper-tropospheric convergent circulation exists. The dipole in the velocity potential pattern is characteristic of broad-scale atmospheric circulation across Africa, South Asia, and the East Asia–WNP (Fig. 3a).
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Fig. 3. Precipitation (shading, mm day\(^{-1}\)) and the 200-hPa velocity potential (contour lines, 10\(\times\) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)) in the PmaxO23 simulation in (a) May 15–June 15 and (b) August. (c–d) Same as (a–b) but in PminO24 minus PmaxO23. Same as (a–b) but in PminO24 minus PminO22 is shown in (e–f). Thick contour lines and dots denote that the differences have a confidence level of 90%.
In August, heavy precipitation occurs over the subtropical regions across West Africa, South Asia, and the subtropical WNP (Fig. 3b), and at locations further north than during the early summer. The East Asian precipitation penetrates further north to Korea and northeastern China. Now, the center region of the upper-tropospheric divergent circulation is located over India, the Bay of Bengal, the Indochina Peninsula, the South China Sea, and the subtropical WNP, characterizing another phase of the subtropical monsoon. In the lower troposphere, the monsoon low characterized by cyclonic circulation (negative streamfunction) expands zonally, marking the development of the monsoons in West Africa and the subtropical WNP (Fig. 4b).

In the early Holocene orbital forcing simulations (PminO24), early summer precipitation is increased over the African and Asian continents, whereas it is decreased over the northern Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and WNP. The upper-tropospheric convergent circulation over Africa is weakened, with the largest decrease in velocity potentials occurring in Africa (Fig. 3c). Precipitation is
shifted northwestward overall. The lower-tropospheric circulation difference between \( \text{PminO24} \) and \( \text{PmaxO23} \) (Fig. 4c) suggests that the anticyclonic circulation (with a positive streamfunction anomaly) is attributable to the decrease in monsoon precipitation in the Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and WNP. In contrast to the precipitation decrease slightly south of 20°N, the enhanced southerly flow may be responsible for the precipitation increase in the southern Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas and northern India. In West Africa, the lower-tropospheric cyclonic circulation (with a negative streamfunction anomaly) dynamically supports the increase in precipitation (Fig. 4c).

The orbitally driven monsoon changes are different in the early summer compared with late summer. In August, precipitation is greatly increased over the Asian and African continents, equatorial Indian Ocean, and Maritime Continent, whereas precipitation is decreased in the WNP. The precipitation changes relate to the reduced intensity of the upper-level dipole pattern in the velocity potential (Fig. 3d) and the westward expansion of the WNP high (Fig. 4d). Notably, the orbital response of tropical convection in August is opposite to that in early summer (compare Fig. 3c and d) and over the equatorial Indian Ocean versus the WNP in August (Fig. 3d). Potential mechanisms explaining this are discussed in later sections.

4. Relative influence of precession and obliquity during the early Holocene Asian summer monsoon

The differences between the \( \text{PminO24} \) and \( \text{PmaxO23} \) simulations include the combined effects of perihelion precession and high obliquity representing orbital differences between the early Holocene and present day. The \( \text{PminO22} \) simulation was performed to determine the response to obliquity alone. Comparing Fig. 2e–h with Fig. 2a–d indicates that the effects of both obliquity and precession are considerable on the early Holocene Asian summer monsoon changes. Notably, as shown in Fig. 2e, a slight difference exists in the Tibetan Plateau heating responses to high versus low obliquity. It follows that precession has a primary impact on highland heating. As is shown later in this section, high obliquity can increase tropical heating; when obliquity-induced heating increases over the equatorial Indian Ocean, it competes with the precession-induced heating increase over the Tibetan Plateau and Maritime Continent.

In early summer, similar precipitation changes occur over the Asian summer monsoon region, induced either by only high obliquity or the combined orbital effect (perihelion precession and high obliquity). Over the northern Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and WNP, high obliquity strongly reduces precipitation north of the equator in the early Holocene (compare Fig. 3c with Fig. 3e). With strong agreement in the monsoon precipitation changes (\( \text{PminO24} \) vs. \( \text{PmaxO23} \) or \( \text{PminO22} \)), an anomalously anticyclonic circulation exists in the lower troposphere over South and Southeast Asia (Fig. 4c–e). In the tropical region, the obliquity-induced precipitation change is increased south and decreased north of the equator (Fig. 3e); this differs from the changes caused by combined orbital effects. Fig. 5 further examines the corresponding changes in the separate meridional circulations in the regions of 50°E–110°E and 110°E–140°E. Similar circulation responses occur over the monsoon region north of approximately 15°N between the two sets of orbital configurations (Fig. 5b vs. Fig. 5c; Fig. 5e vs. Fig. 5f). The upward motion strengthens at
25°N–30°N over land (50°E–110°E, Fig. 5b and c) and 30°N–40°N over the ocean (110°E–140°E, Fig. 5e and f), corresponding to the weakening of the midlatitude westerly jet stream (not shown). Differences over the tropics are considerable. When only the obliquity effect is included, the upward motion is greatly increased in the tropics south of the equator, whereas the upward motion is suppressed north of the equator (0–15°N). The subsidence anomaly may be simultaneously related to the sideway circulation anomaly (i.e., cyclonic in the north and anticyclonic in the south, Fig. 5c–f). Notably, only the subsidence anomaly exists between 15°S and 15°N when the precessional impact is included (Fig. 5b). Including the precessional impact enhances the convection over the Maritime Continent, as demonstrated by the increase in upward motion shown in Fig. 5e.
Fig. 5. Streamlines (the meridional component of divergent winds is used) and vertical velocity (colored, Pa min⁻¹) in (a) PmaxO23, (b) PminO24 minus PmaxO23, and (c) PminO24 minus PminO22 in the 50°E–110°E latitude–pressure plane from May 15 to June 15. Same as (a–c) except over 110°E–140°E is shown in (d–f). Black bars denote orography. Dots denote that the differences between vertical motions have a confidence level of 90%.

In August, a sizable candle-like heating over the Himalayas exists, as characterized by a strong upward motion (Fig. 6a), and is related to the strengthening of the lower-tropospheric monsoon flow (Fig. 4b). Across 50°E–110°E, the tropical precipitation and circulation responses to the two sets of orbital forcing conditions are similar in August (compare Fig. 3d with Fig. 3f; Fig. 6b with Fig. 6c), differing from those in early summer. High obliquity in August still substantially enhances the convective activity over the equatorial Indian Ocean (enhanced upward motion, Fig. 6a–c). In the 110°E–140°E section over the Maritime Continent, precession dominantly enhances convective activity; enhanced upward motion occurs only in the lower troposphere when forced only by high obliquity (compare Fig. 6e–f). Regarding the effect of obliquity alone on tropical convection in the Indian Ocean–West Pacific, the zonally asymmetric response in August remains unclear (compare Fig. 6c–f).
4.1. Atmospheric heating changes in distinct monsoon regions

Fig. 7 illustrates the temporal evolution of the atmospheric (column-integrated) total heating and upper-tropospheric geopotential depth (200–500 hPa) in distinct monsoon regions (10°W–20°E, 50°E–110°E, 110°E–140°E). As shown in Fig. 7a–c, the PmaxO23 simulation captures the seasonality of contemporary monsoons with fidelity. Early summer Asian monsoon evolution and
expanding subtropical circulation in August, both of which we focused on in this paper, are clearly identifiable. In West Africa, higher insolation causes earlier and further northward penetration of the summer monsoon (Fig. 7d). We discovered that higher obliquity substantially increases the geopotential depth in the upper troposphere of higher latitudes, whereas only slight changes in the subtropical heating are induced (Fig. 7g). The modeling results suggest a precessional control of the African summer monsoon, which is consistent with the proxy data-based paradigm.

Fig. 7. Latitude–time cross sections of the atmospheric column-integrated total heating (colored, Wm$^{-2}$) and geopotential depth (gpm) between 500 hPa and 200 hPa of the PmaxO23 simulation at (a) 10°W–20°E, (b) 50°E–110°E, and (c) 110°E–140°E. Same as (a–c) except the results of PminO24 minus PmaxO23 are shown in (d–f) and PminO24 minus PminO22 are shown in (g–i).

Over South Asia and the Indian Ocean, higher insolation enhances the monsoonal heating over land (20°N–35°N) in late spring until summer and enhances the heating in the tropics in July–September. The increase in the upper-tropospheric geopotential depth is closely related to the heating increase (Fig. 7e), with distinct responses consistently displayed in the tropical regions relative to the monsoonal regions. The response to only obliquity forcing (Fig. 7h) further suggests the considerable impact of obliquity on tropical heating, whereas the associated heating changes are relatively small.
over 20°N–35°N. In the 50°E–110°E section, the perihelion precession appears to be primarily responsible for the increase in highland heating (including candle-like heating), whereas both perihelion precession and high obliquity enhance tropical condensational heating (refer to Fig. 3). At 110°E–140°E, the combined orbital effects on heating and geopotential height are similar to those at 50°E–110°E, except for the candle-like heating (compare Fig. 7f with Fig. 7e). The increase in tropical heating in July–September is mostly attributable to the effect of perihelion precession over the Maritime Continent rather than that of obliquity (compare Fig. 7f with Fig. 7i). In contrast to the combined orbital-induced increased heating over the Himalayas, Maritime Continent, and equatorial Indian Ocean, high obliquity alone appears to increase heating only over the equatorial Indian Ocean. The following summary specifies the relative role of precession and obliquity in modulating the early Holocene Asian summer monsoon: (1) a combined effect of precession and obliquity enhances land-sea thermal contrast in East Asia; (2) precession dominates the enhancement of atmospheric heating over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas and Maritime Continent; and (3) obliquity considerably enhances the convection over the equatorial Indian Ocean. Furthermore, distinct orbital effects occur on the subseasonal timescale. In late spring and early summer, precession-induced heating increase over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas is most prominent. In July–August, precession greatly increases heating over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas, Maritime Continent, and equatorial Indian Ocean, whereas obliquity increases heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean.

5. Topographic modulation of the orbital-induced summer monsoon changes over and surrounding Asia

Large-scale topography, such as the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas, has been considered a crucial element affecting the Asian monsoon (Kitoh, 2017; Molnar et al., 2010), with emphasis placed on both its mechanical and thermal contributions (Tada et al., 2016). On tectonic timescales, the Tibetan Plateau has been elevated and asynchronous responses of the East and South Asian summer monsoons have been noted (Tang et al., 2013). The Himalayas have a blocking effect on the summer monsoons in the surrounding region (Chen et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018). Nevertheless, paleoclimate proxy records suggest that the summer monsoon might have penetrated further northward to Kunlun (northern Tibetan Plateau) during the Holocene (Ramisch et al., 2016). Topographic modulation of the orbital impact on regional to broad scale monsoon circulation has not yet been fully explored. In the early Holocene, an increase in land-ocean thermal contrast caused by enhanced northern hemisphere summer insolation shifted the mean state of broad-scale monsoons to another phase. To further investigate the role of the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas in modulating monsoonal response to orbital changes, simulations reducing the height of the region centered on the Plateau (45°E–125°E, 20°N–60°N) by 90% were performed. As previously described, we label these simulations as T0 experiments. We performed four simulations with orbital forcing matching the control, PmaxO23, PminO24, and PminO22. The T0 set of simulations provides insight into the blocking and thermal effects of high land on the monsoon and consequently any potential modulation in the associated
orbital effects. We observed that with a flat topography, monsoons are weaker and have a relatively slow seasonal evolution (PmaxO23_T0 compared with PmaxO23).

The T0 set of simulations also reveal that perihelion precession dramatically affects monsoon indices. With a low-altitude Tibetan Plateau, the monsoon indices under orbital forcing change in a similar manner as when the topography is unchanged (PmaxO23 vs. PminO24), although seasonal details of the monsoonal factors in PmaxO23_T0 are difficult to identify. For example, the Tibetan Plateau heating barely changes during summer and the APO becomes much weaker as its magnitude approaches 0 (not shown by figure). The effects of obliquity are also similar to those caused by the height-reduction of the Plateau (refer to Fig. 2e–h). Intriguingly, with a low-altitude Tibetan Plateau, obliquity has almost no impact on the early South Asian summer monsoon in June. The full-height Plateau intensifies the precessional strengthening of the South Asian summer monsoon (refer to Fig. 2f).

5.1. South Asian summer monsoon

Key features of the seasonal evolution of the South Asian summer monsoon circulation include strengthening of the lower-tropospheric southwesterly and southerly flow, buildup of the upper-tropospheric anticyclone, and development of a monsoon trough or low in the midtroposphere over the Bay of Bengal, south of the Himalayas, and over northern India. The mechanisms of monsoon evolution are closely related to the vertical coupling of these circulation components and are topographically dependent (Wu et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2006). Renewed emphasis has recently been placed on the blocking effect of the Himalayas and the topographically induced condensational heating at the southern slope of the mountains, referred to as candle-like heating (Chen et al., 2014). Fig. 8 shows the meridional winds and vertical motion along 90°E. Associated with the arrival of the monsoonal southerly flow, a strong upward motion occurs over the southern Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas region. In the early summer, the southerly flow is located in the lower troposphere(e.g., speeds higher than 2 m s⁻¹ exist primarily at lower than 700 hPa, Fig. 8a). Higher insolation due to both precession and obliquity strengthens the southerly flow in front of the mountains and the upward motion (Fig. 8b). When influenced only by obliquity, the upward motion is slightly strengthened, with two separately increased southerly centers; near the surface and at approximately 600 hPa (Fig. 8c). Anomalous subsidence occurs over the Tibetan Plateau when only under the control of obliquity.
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Fig. 8. Meridional wind speeds (shading, m s\(^{-1}\)) and vertical motion (contour lines, Pa min\(^{-1}\)) along 90°E: (a–c) May 15–June 15 of PmaxO23, PminO24 minus PmaxO23, and PminO24 minus PminO22, respectively; August of PmaxO23, PminO24 minus PmaxO23, and PminO24 minus PminO22 are shown in (d–f). Black bars denote topography, and positive contour lines indicating vertical motion are not displayed in (a) and (d). Thick contour lines and dots denote that the differences have a confidence level of 90%.

In August, the southerly flow deepens and can reach the 500 hPa level (e.g., speeds higher than 2 m s\(^{-1}\), Fig. 8d). The precessional strengthening of the southerly and upward motion in front of the Himalayas remains apparent (Fig. 8e). Notably, anomalous subsidence exists over the Himalayas when only influenced by obliquity (Fig. 8f). Thus, precession is likely to be the primary modulator in the candle-like heating.

Fig. 9 further illustrates the latitude of the South Asian high center to facilitate examining the **temporal evolution** of the high. With a regular topography (Fig. 9a) and when influenced by early Holocene orbital forcing (PminO24), the upper-tropospheric high center penetrates further northward than it is presently positioned (over the Himalayas, PmaxO23). Thus, the blocking of the Himalayas, which has been considered a **limiting factor** in the meridional migration of the monsoon (Boos and Kuang, 2010; Wu et al., 2018), may not play a major role on the orbital timescale. High obliquity also shifts the center of the high. In the PminO22 simulation, the precessional forcing appears to be negated by low obliquity.
Fig. 9. **Seasonal variation** in the location of the South Asian high center at 200 hPa. Gray lines denote PmaxO23 and PmaxO23_T0 simulations; red lines with dots denote PminO24 and PminO24_T0 simulations; blue lines with dots denote PminO22 and PminO22_T0 simulations. The x-axis represents the period ranging from May to mid-September and an 11-day running mean has been applied. The interval between points is 5 days. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

With low-altitude topography, the high center can still penetrate the region to the north of 25°N, although this occurs much later (Fig. 9b). Without the **highland** heating, precession still sizably shifts the upper-tropospheric high. Even with low obliquity, the effect of precessional forcing on shifting the high poleward is strong (PminO22_T0 vs. PmaxO23_T0, Fig. 9b), further suggesting that the existence of the Plateau intensifies the precessional impact. Furthermore, the high obliquity-induced poleward shifting of the high is considerable (PminO22_T0 vs. PminO24_T0, Fig. 9b).

5.2. Modulation of the large-scale circulation by the Plateau

**Fig. 10** (to be compared with Fig. 4, Fig. 3) displays the circulation and precipitation features required for understanding topographic modulation in monsoon responses to orbital changes. We focus on August because the South Asian summer monsoon develops relatively slowly in the absence of the Plateau. For the present-day orbital condition (PmaxO23_T0), the lack of candle-like heating is expected; however, the precipitation in August is still considerable in southern Japan (Fig. 10a) and the WNP monsoon trough is insignificant (Fig. 10b). Regarding the combined effects of precession and obliquity, the Asian precipitation increases in the 20°N–45°N and 5°S–5°N sections, whereas it decreases in between them. This reduction in precipitation is prominent over the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and subtropical WNP (Fig. 10c), which differs from the response that occurs when the Plateau is included (Fig. 3d). The existence of the highlands appears to constrain the increase in precipitation in the subtropical region, partly by intensifying the candle-like heating. When only forced by obliquity, the competing effects on the tropical convection remain strong, as demonstrated by the enhanced heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 10e) and Maritime...
Continent (Fig. 10c). Partly due to the weakened heating over land (i.e., absence of highland heating), the response of the WNP high to orbital changes is relatively weak (Fig. 10d–f). Thus, the existence of the Asian highlands may suppress the obliquity-induced Hadley circulation anomaly in South Asia–Indian Ocean (50°E–110°E).

The anomalous Hadley circulation can be identified more clearly from the meridional circulation (Fig. 11, compared with Fig. 6). Without the highland heating, an anomalous ascending motion occurs in the 20°N–45°N and 5°S–5°N sections and a descending motion at 5°N–20°N in South Asia–Indian Ocean (50°E–110°E) (Fig. 11b and c), suggesting a strong Hadley-type circulation.
response. In today’s climate, increased precipitation over the equatorial Indian Ocean in July and August is linked to the seasonal migration of African Sahel precipitation; the surrounding heating increase was demonstrated to weaken the South Asian monsoon (Wu et al., 2017a). Understanding the mechanisms that lead to the variability of the tropical convergence zone has been also considered a central problem in the study of the South Asian summer monsoon (Gadgil, 2003). We again suggest that the existence of the Asian highlands may suppress the obliquity-induced Hadley circulation anomaly in South Asia–Indian Ocean.
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 6 except that the results of the T0 set of simulations are shown.

In contrast to the 50°E–110°E section, the circulation responses at 110°E–140°E with (Fig. 6e and f) and without (Fig. 11e and f) the full-height Plateau are similar. The precession-induced anomalous Hadley circulation may not be related to the existence of the highlands. Also, the atmospheric response over the Maritime Continent, which is the obliquity-forced convection change over the equatorial Indian Ocean, may have a remote influence through Walker-type circulation. Regarding the sea level rise during the Holocene (Griffiths et al., 2009; Siddall et al., 2003), any potential impact of Maritime Continent heating may have been underestimated because the sea level has been fixed at the present-day condition. However, even at a 100-km horizontal resolution, obtaining accurate convection and precipitation simulations over the Maritime Continent remains challenging (Qian, 2008; Wu et al., 2017b).

6. Discussion and conclusions

6.1. Discussion

The equator-to-pole insolation gradient has been implicated in obliquity-scale precipitation changes in low latitudes, such as by forming a link to the strength of the African monsoon (Bosmans et al., 2015). Recent modeling results have further suggested similarities between obliquity- and global-warming-induced climate changes with regard also to the insolation gradient (Mantsis et al., 2014). However, determining the tropical origin of obliquity's control remains a challenge. Although the results from idealized experiments have suggested the strong effects of obliquity in the tropical region, the proxy records have decisively indicated only a precessional signal (Cheng et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2014; Nagashima et al., 2013). In some cases, however, proxy records for the tropical Indian Ocean may follow the evolution of obliquity more clearly than that of precession (e.g., 90–75 and 45–30 ka BP). Regarding the orbital shaping of the monsoon seasonality, the modeling results of this study suggest that obliquity-induced changes in tropical convection can be crucial.

In addition, obliquity's impact was discovered to be constrained due to the existence of the Plateau. Our study provides insight into the topographic limit of obliquity forcing of monsoons. Orbital-scale monsoon changes driven by obliquity might be reasonably observed when the precession-induced inland and highland heating change is insignificant. Our finding aside, orbital control via the topographic effects on the monsoon are complex, and requires further study. In particular, a full oceanic feedback was lack of our simulations whether regarding the orbital or topographic effects. Kutzbach et al. (2008) reported substantial phase lags of monsoon proxies to the changes of perihelion timing. For example, when perihelion has advanced to May, the land (ocean) temperature exhibits a lagged response to changes in orbital forcing in June (July). This lag response coincides with that of the seasonal insolation maxima. An important next step will be to explore the role of obliquity when the precessional change was small, e.g., to perform time-sliced simulations across 1 ka BP.

6.2. Conclusions
A series of climate simulations using the $1 \times 1^\circ$ CAM5 coupled with the SOM were performed to test the relative effects of a precession minimum and high obliquity in the early Holocene on the Asian summer monsoon. Under an early Holocene orbital condition, the Tibetan Plateau heating is increased and peaks approximately 1 month earlier (in late May instead of mid-to-late June); the continental Asian monsoon intensifies as a consequence. More broadly, the early summer precipitation is also increased over the African and Asian continents, whereas it is decreased over the northern Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and WNP. The overall northwestward shift of precipitation agrees with the paleoclimate proxy-based evidence.

In today's climate, heavy precipitation occurs in West Africa and in the subtropical WNP in July–August, during the late-summer phase of the subtropical monsoon. A large amount of convection also occurs over the equatorial Indian Ocean. Additionally, the upper-tropospheric anticyclone centered on South Asia expands zonally. In contrast to the early summer monsoon phase being primarily controlled by inland and highland heating, late-summer monsoon phase is crucially affected by tropical and oceanic heating. The modeling results thus suggest differences in orbitally driven monsoon changes during the two distinct monsoon phases. Under early Holocene insolation, precipitation in August is greatly increased over the Asian and African continents, equatorial Indian Ocean, and Maritime Continent, whereas it is decreased in the WNP. In the late-summer monsoon phase, the orbitally driven changes in precipitation and upper-level divergent circulation show a considerable zonal contrast, separated by approximately 120°E.

The model-based diagnosis further suggests the relative effect of precession and obliquity during the early Holocene Asian summer monsoon and associated subseasonal dependence. Precession dominates atmospheric heating over the Tibetan Plateau–Himalayas and Maritime Continent (inland and highland origin), whereas obliquity mostly influences the heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean (tropical and oceanic origin). In early summer (Fig. 12a), the maximum precession and high obliquity are attributable to a northwestward shift and strengthening of the continental monsoon (Asia–Africa). However, distinct differences exist in the tropics. Precession enhances heating over the Maritime Continent and slightly reduces heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean; obliquity enhances the heating over the equatorial Indian Ocean, a competing effect to that of precession.
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Fig. 12. Schematic of the relative effects of precession and obliquity (the shaded color refers to Fig. 3; arrows with full color denote PminO24 minus PmaxO23; arrows with grid points or lines denote PminO24 minus PminO22); only different responses between PminO24 minus PmaxO23 and PminO24 minus PminO22 are marked in PmaxO23 (middle panels). In the early summer (a), the minimum precession and high obliquity are attributable to the northwestward shift and strengthening of the continental monsoon in Asia–Africa. In the tropics, precession enhances heating primarily over the Maritime Continent, whereas obliquity enhances heating mostly over the equatorial Indian Ocean, suggesting a competing role. By August (b), the Asian monsoon has shifted southeastward. Obliquity critically enhances the peak value of precipitation and convection in the equatorial Indian Ocean. A competing effect of precession and obliquity exists for reducing zonal heating contrast in the tropics. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

The overall Asian monsoon shifts southeastward in August (compare middle panels in Fig. 12a–b). Precession and obliquity still play contracting roles in driving orbital-scale monsoon changes (Fig. 12b). The present-day effects of obliquity in the tropics include the peak value of atmospheric heating in the tropical Indian Ocean. Regarding the heating changes over the tropical Indian Ocean and Maritime Continent, obliquity may reduce the zonal heating difference. The individual effect of precession and obliquity may thus be modulated.

Potential topographic modulation of the orbitally-driven monsoon changes was investigated through simulations changing the orbital parameters as before, but using model topography that removed the highland region centered on the Plateau. The results suggest that the existence of the Plateau intensifies the precessional impact, with precession forcing shifting the upper-tropospheric South Asian anticyclone northwards for example. By contrast, with increased obliquity the meridional circulation is suppressed over the South Asia–Indian Ocean. Without a Tibetan Plateau and the consequent sizable reduction in the highland heating in the South Asia–Indian Ocean (50°E–110°E) sector, higher obliquity drives stronger ascending motion over the equatorial region (5°S–5°N) and stronger descending motion over the northern tropics/subtropics (5°N–20°N), thus suppressing the subtropical monsoon (Fig. 10e). By contrast, only zonal asymmetric precipitation change occurs in response to obliquity when the topography is present (Fig. 3f).
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